
HB0961 is a very bad and dangerous bill for Maryland legal citizens. This bad bill is a
money drain on those of us who pay taxes.WANT our TAXES to go SKY HIGH,
then pass this bad bill. This bill is A NEW WAY to GIVE FREEBIES FREE EVERYTHING to
ILLEGALS, not the people of Maryland who are already suffering due to illegal immigration,
crime, inflation, lack of resources, a bad medical system, unaffordable necessities,
taxation without representation, fees, overpriced utilities and more.
This is CLOWARD PIVEN on steroids!!! IF IT AIN”T BROKEN, BREAK IT.

Your taxpayers are fleeing and will flee in mass because we can’t afford to live here and it will
soon be too dangerous to live here. KEEP it up democrats! Keep it up.

SAY NO to this travesty, Maryland can’t afford it!

Suzanne Price
AACo, MD

CLOWARD PIVEN:
1. Overload a system

2. Create mass panic and hysteria as the system is overloaded

3. Oversee the destruction of the system

4. Replace the former system with a new system (WE ARE HERE)

The Cloward-Piven Strategy of solving political problems can be compared to a forest fire.

Although these fires result in widespread destruction, eventually a forest is regrown with young trees

that are stronger than the old ones had been. Another comparison that may help illustrate the

benefits of the Cloward-Piven Strategy is a ''scorched earth'' campaign. In this war strategy, leaders

destroy everything they own in a given location, not just military installments or resources. The

general idea is that without economic support, the enemy military will not be able to take advantage

of their resources. Thus, the opposing army will survive because their enemies lack the ability to

accumulate resources.
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“the creation of a guaranteed annual income by triggering a
crisis in the existing welfare system.”
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